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We will show how to translate the termination proof of a term rewrite system (TRS)
using the Monotonic Semantic Path Ordering (MSPO) [BFR00] into a constraint solv-
ing problem. By using the definition of MSPO a disjunction of constraints is obtained,
such that, if any of these constraints can be solved, then the TRS is proved to be termi-
nating.

Our constraints have the same semantics as the ones obtained by the successful
Arts and Giesl’s Dependency Pair method (DP) [AG00], and, in particular, one of the
constraints obtained from the definition of the MSPO coincides with the one given by
the DP method.

On the one hand, this shows that DP can be seen as a particular case of our method,
and the examples show that the constraint considered by DP is not always the best
one to be considered. On the other hand, since both kind of constraints share the same
semantics, we can reuse all techniques developed to solve DP constraints like, for in-
stance, the DP graph or many other ideas developed in [AG00]. Although we have not
used the ideas of other works like [GA02] or [Mid01] yet, they can easily be adapted
to our context. On the contrary, some techniques we have developed in our implemen-
tation can be used to solve DP constraints as well. The fact that both methods share the
same kind of constraints are good news, since, from now on, the necessary research on
development and implementation of constraint solving techniques can directly be made
for both methods at once.

Additionally, we study the application of our techniques to prove termination of
innermost rewriting. In order to reuse our framework, the TRS is modified by adding
constraints to the rules, which approximate the restrictions imposed by the strategy. A
constrained rule can be applied if the substitution satisfies the constraint. Hence, a TRS
is innermost terminating if its constrained version is terminating.

A constrained TRS is terminating if all instances of each constrained rule (i.e. the
instances satisfying the constraint) are included in a monotonic well-founded ordering.
Therefore, we can apply MSPO but taking the constraints of the rules into account. This
is done by inheriting the constraints when applying MSPO. As a result, we obtain a dis-
junction of constrained constraints, which, to avoid confusion, will be called decorated
constraints (note that the constraints coming from the rules are added to the literals of
the constraints coming from MSPO).

Using this decorated constraints we can cover all techniques applied in the DP
method for innermost rewriting, and furthermore, we have developed a new constraint
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solving mechanism which allows us to avoid, in many cases, the use of narrowing pro-
posed in the DP method.

The same ideas applied to the innermost strategy can be applied, as well, to other
strategies that can be approximated by means of constrained rules, like, for instance,
rewriting with priorities [Pol98].

Finally, the results reported in the very recent papers [TG03], which combines de-
pendency pairs with the size-change principle (proposed in [LJBA01] to verify termi-
nation of functional programs automatically), and [HM03], which presents some inter-
esting implementation ideas about the cycle analysis and the generation of term inter-
pretations, can both be easily adapted to our context. Note that the latter is an example
of the research on constraint solving techniques that directly apply to both methods,
and, in fact, in our system we have independently developed and implemented similar
ideas for the generation of term interpretations.

Our method has been implemented in a system called “Termptation” (available
at //www.lsi.upc.es/˜albert/) which automatically proves termination of rewrit-
ing and innermost rewriting. A detailed description of this framework can be found
in [Bor03].
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